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We consider the polyhedron Cgnv{x E ?I, I!“: &#x  s  F 1,  ~:b-*s Be  is a ;  x  a  matrix  of zeroes 
and ones and 6 is a scnneg,&  e integer vector. “Sk give z P.k%etition  of suc3 polyhedra 
whose extreme points are the cnciden~e  vectors of t5e fam@=  T+  independent Lets  of a Lj;i,zctid 
and extend our result to polyhedra which are the convex hull of integra!  polymatroids. We also 
introduce some new classes of integral matroid polyhedra which extend a result of Edmonds. 
assume  familiarity  with  the  basic  matroid  theory.  recall  here  the  main 
d  ions  and  refer  to  [3] for  an  extensive  treatment.  E  be  a finite  set.  A 
collection  .%  of  subsets  of  independence  system if 9 # 
IJqE,  10  and  JGI  f  9  also  satisfies  tts  followmg  e 
property:  for  all I, J  E 9  such  that  III<  VI,  there  exists an  element 
that  I U e E 41,  then  4  is  called  a  PPL.,~~  rrfra;A and  its  members  are  called  the 
independent sets of the  matroid.  The  rank r(A)  of a subset A of E is the 
cardinality  of  an  independent  subset  of  A  an  the  rank  function  r  is  the  set 
function  associating  to e very  subset  A of E its r  k r(A).  A sub;ret F of E is called 
&WI  or flut  if t(&F  IJ  e) > r(F)  for  all e E E -  erator (J is the  set 
function  associating  with  every  subset  A  of  [edT:r(AUe) 
= r(A)};  if  9  is  a  matroid,  then  a(A)  is  the  smallest  flat  containing  A;  For 
further  properties  of the 
operator,  see  also  [3]. 
Let  -4 be  a collec+~~  *  * 
vector  of  W. 
following  syste 
independent sets, the  rank  function,  the  ats, the closure 
nonempty  subsets  of  a finite  set  E,  IEI = iz, b b 
family  of  0, P vectors  x  which  z=%e  or,!ution  to 
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ur first result  shows  that  it is in fact  enough  to  suppose  that  (2) is satisfied  for 
every  pair of members  of SQ. 
The following  statements are equivalent: 
d  such that A n 
Se such that A 
Tie  implication  (i)+  (ii) foll  from  (2) and  (ii)+  (iii) follows from the 
fact  that  b(A)  3 r(A)  for  all  A E d.  ence,  it  suffices  to  show  that  (iii)+  (i). 
t us suppose  by  contradiction  that  .%(& b)  is not  a matroid;  we are  going  to 
construct  a pair  (A,  B) E d  contradicting  (iii). 
Since $(A& 6)  is not  a matroid,  there  exists I,  .I in  9(&,  6)  such that  iI1 < i.Ii 
and  I U e $9(&l,  b)  for  all  e E.I -  I.  Let  us choose  ruch  a  pair  (I, J)  for  which 
iI A .I! is minimum  where  I A .I = (I -J)  U (.? -  I).  1t is easy  to  see  ihat  ~a;:  ~YX: 
vi 
e  first show  that  the  theorem  holds  when  iI A JI = 3.  Then  we have  clearly 
that  iI-Jl=l  and  (J-4=2.  Let  I,=InJ,  then  !=&Ua  and  J=&u{e,f} 
where  a,  e, fare  distinct  elements  of E. 
Since I U e $3(al,  b),  there  exists A  in & such that 
((IUe)nAiN+4)+1. 
Since I E 9(d,  b),  we also have 
iI nA(  <b(A). 
Therefore,  we obtain 
iInAl=b(A)  and  eE 
e same way,  there  exists I3 in SQ  such that: 
)  and  fd#. 
now prove  that  element  a belongs  to A n 
b(A)  = iI nAl  = ir,nki + ia  nA[. 
, b),  we  also have 
e have 
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now  prove  that,  in  fact,  11 
1; A Si > 3. choose  some  elements  a 
se  for  a  contradiction  that 
ence,  we have 
and 
!J -  b( = II-al  +  1 
!(I-a)A(J-b)!=(IAJ!-2c! 
therefore,  by  choice  of  (I5 J),  there  exists  an  element  x in  (.I -  b) -  (I -  a)  such 
that  I’  =  -a+xE9. 
Consider  the  pair  (I’, J)  of  9.  Since  !JI = !I’!+  1 and  IJ A I’!=  IJ A II-  2 c 
]J  A II,  we  deduce  again  that  there  exists  an  element  y  in  .I -  1’  such  that 
P=l’UyEJK 
Consider  now  the  pair  (I, I”)  of  .%.  e  have  !I”!  = II! + 1  and  ]I” A III = 3 < 
iI’  A J]  by  assumption;  therefo~  , we  infer  again  the  existence  of an element  2 in 
I” -  I  SUC? that  I :I z E 9.  However,  since  I” -  =  (x,  y}  is contained  in  J,  the 
assertion:  I U z E 4 contradicts  our  assumption  on  (I, J).  Cl 
.  9(&,  6)  is a matroid for  all uectors b E W  if and only if & is a nested 
familv.  that 
B  c_;ll 
is, for  a?l mem!xws,  A,  B  of  S! such  that A fi a”  i:  ,  then AGB  or 
Sufficiency  follows  trivially  from  Theorem  3. Suppose  now that  & is not  a 
nested  family,  so there  exists A, 
Define  the  function  b  on  Se by 
C E J&  It  is  easy  to  see  that:  r(A 
r(AUB)=IAUB-AnB(=r(A) 
r(A)  + r(f3j.  (3 
.  Theorem  3 provides  an efficient  procedure  to test whether  the  family 
of  0,  1 vectors  which  solve  the  system  A$x  G b can  be  interpreted  as the  set  of 
incidence  vectors  of  the  independent  sets  of  a  matroid,  Frovided  that  a  rank 
oracle  for  the  independence  system  .%(a&  b)  is  available.  In  fact,  much  less is 
needed:  let Ub(,4)  be an upper  bound  to the  value  of the  rank  of the  set A that  is 
guaranteed  to  be  tight,  i.e.,  to  coincide  with  r(A),  when  .%(&, 6)  is a matroid. 
Then,  as  a  consequence  of  Theo  3,  J(&,  b)  is  a  m 
Ub(A n  B),  Vzi(A U 5;. 
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Furthermore,  ihe  polyhedron  spanned  by  the  incidmce  vectors  of 9( d,  b)  k 
P={X:o~X=G1,  s  b}. 
3  generalizes  the  first  part  of  eorem  6  stating  that 
(use  (iii)  and  observe  that  r(A n 
+ b(A  U B) for  all intersecting  A, 
.  Theorem  3 does  not  extend  to  the  case  when  the  rank  function  is 
o  be  submodular  only  on  crossing  pairs,  that  is,  on  pairs  (A, B)  of 
members  of  JSI such  that  A n B # 0  and  #E.  Take,  for  instance,  E = 
{1,2,3,4,5)  and  Se = {A = {I,  i,  3},  ,4,5},  c  = {I, 2,3,S})  with 
b(Aj = 2, b(B)  = 2 and  b(C)  = 3. The  rank  function  of J(&,  b)  is  submodular  on 
the  unique  crossing  pair  (A,  C),  but 9 (d,  b)  is not a matroid  since its bases  are 
{L2,4),  {1,2,5),  {i,3,4},  (L3J)  and  {2,3,4,5). 
n  the  following  part,  we gi  a  sufficient  condition  for  the  integrality  of  the 
hedron:  P={x:0~x~l,  G b}  when  9(&  b)  is a matroid,  generalizing 
the  second  part  of  eorem  6 of Edmonds. 
Let  us first recal  me results  on  matroids  polyhedra.  Let  A  be a matroid  on 
the  set  E with  .%  as family  of  independent  sets,  r as rank  function,  CT  as closure 
e assume  that  the  following  condition  holds: 
{e)E.%  foralleEE.  (9 
subset  F of  E is called  separable if F can  be partitioned  into  F = FI U F2 with 
tice  that  if F  is closed,  then  F,, 4  are 
wehaveF=;r  (Fz) and  therefore  we deduce  from  (2) 
which  implies  r@(FI) 17 
r(4),  +J(&))  = r(F2)) and 
yhedron  spanned  by the  incidence  vectors  of the  members  of 
following  theorem,  due  to  Edmonds,  gives  the  facets  of  PO, i.e.,  the 
set of linear  inequalities  necessary  to define  PO. A  characterization of matroidal systems of inequalities  169 
.  Suppose  J& b satisfy the following  ccnditiorts: 
(ij  9(&,  b  j is a matroid, 
E ~6-  such that A f-l 
E Se which is a n 
(iv)  b(A)  3  1 for  all A E J& 
the incidence vectors of the members of .%(& bj 
sb}. 
Notice  that  (iv)  is equivalent  to  the  condition  (9) mentione 
n  view  of  eorem  10,  it  is  enough  to  show  that  every  nonseparable 
ck~!  set  F  such  that  IFI 3 2  is  a  member  of  the  family  ,aB,  since,  by  (iii),  we 
have,  in this  case,  r(Fj  = b(F j; the  polyhedron  P  al if and  only  if all 
the  facets  of P,  different  from  X=  3 0 and X, G 1, a  in Che set of linear 
b.  Let  F be  a  closed  nonseparable  subset  of  E  with 
E &  through  kmmas  12,  13,  14 as  follows.  Define 
s  I;}.  Lemma  12 implies  that  J& #  t Al,.  . . , A,  be  the 
distinct  maximal  elements  of J&,  hence  1 U  l  l  l U A,  s  F and,  as a consequence 
of  condition  (ii),  Ai n Ai = 8.  Lemma  13 proves  that  F = A1 U l  l  l UA,.  Then 
Lemma  14 shows  that  r(F)  = C&  r(Ai)  implying  that  m = 1, eke  F is separable, 
andthusF=A+&.  0 
F -  I.  Th 2; 
Let  I be a maximal  independen  ubset of F and e be an element of 
there exists a subset A E J& A s  uch that e EA and IInAl=  b(A). 
Since e E F -  I, I U e $ .%(d,  bj  which  implies  the  existence  of A E & such 
that  e E A  and  11  (I Al = b(A).  Suppose  by contradiction  that  A 4  F, hence  there 
exists  an  element  a E A -  F. Since  a $ F, I U R E .%  b)  yielding  II U a) n Al G 
b(A),  which  contradicts  the  assumptions  I  I n Ai  =  andaEA.  III 
Notice  that,  since  F is nonseparable,  F is not  an 
we can  find an  independent  set 1 and  an element  e 
independent  set and  therefore 
as defined  in  ma 12. 
.  F=  1uA2U=4JA,. 
t e be an element  of F. 
fi*FSt  prove  that  r(F -  e) 
e) + r({e}j,  which  wnt 170  M.  Conforti, M.  Laurent 
aximal  independent  subset  of 1’;  and  4 = 1 n A; for  i E [I,  ~33. 
It is enough  to show th3t  4 is indeed  a  axima!! independent  subset  of  Ai,  that  is, 
i&l  = P(Ai), yielding  therefore 
r(F)  = III =  dAi)* 
i=P  i=l 
Suppose  by  contradiction  that  there  exists  an  element  e E Ai - 
I;:UedQd,b).  Hence  etzF-  Rmma  12 yields  the 
Aaid  such  that  WEA,  IInA(  b(A)  and  A s  F.  Since  e EA nAi,  we  have 
hence  b(A)+l=I(IUe)nAl=I(IUe)fJAnA,I=((~Ue)n 
cts the  fact that  4 U e is independent.  Cl 
n this last section,  we consider  the  following  polyhedron: 
Conv{x E W:  sb},  (1% 
is again  the  p x n incidence  matrix  of  a  collection  Se of p  nonemtpy 
subsets of E = [l,  n] and  6 is a vector  IV.  Let us denote  by P(d,  b)  the  set of 
points  of  polyhedron  (15).  characterize  those  polyhedra  (15)  for 
(SQ,  b)  is a polymatroid. 
Given  a vector  u = (ul,  .  . .  ,  u,)  Of  R”,  let  lul = &  tii. Given  tW0 
of R”,  define  the  vector  w = u v v of  IF!”  whose  components  are  Wi  = 
for  all  i E [  1, n].  Conside  e following  partial  order  on  R” ; x s  y if and  only  if 
r  all  i ,E  [I,  n].  r  all  i F [1, n],  ei  denotes  the  vector  of  R”  whose 
ents are  all equal  to zero except  the  ith component  which is equal  to one. 
e a family  of vectors  of IV. For  every  subset S of E,  we define  the  rank  of 
s  by: 
( 
Ui:  U E 
id  > 
nction  is the  set  function  associating  with  every  S c  E  its  rank 
atmid is a family  P of vectors  of N” .;;uch  that:  1 
dvEN”,ifvdU,  thenvEP; 
if Iv1  > lu[, then  ere exists w E P such that 
w<w~tevv. 
fors.  The  concept  of  integral A characterization u,”  matvo  1  systems of inqualities  171 
e following  statements are equivalent: 
paper. 
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